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Dean proposes plan; 
announces new faculty
• • C • 
by Robert Selcov 
Dean Thomas Headrick announced he is pr:esenting several plans 
to the central administration of the University ·that. are aimed at 
avoiding a repeat of th!> faculty departures that were reporte~ in the 
fast issue . of Opinion. In addition~ the Dean claimed that student. 
concerns are inflated with respect to the extent of the faculty problem 
;La:w lih:rary functions with 
-limitaj funds and personnel 
by Kim Hunter pro_cess so th; t law library neias 
and capabilities would be more 
Many law students 'may have carefully taken into ·account when 
noticed what is not going on in g~neral library administrative 
the law library in the way of new decisions were made. He also said 
materials or better service. And, he felt it was advisable to wait on 
accord in g to Prof. Wade the search for a head law librarian 
Newhouse, who was appointed by 
and that the steps proposed will place the law school in a strong _· Dean Headrick ,to work with the 
competitive position next year. -
Dean Headrick addressed the~ remarks to law students at an open 
·· meeting held 'Thursday, Marth 10 in the Moot Court Room. The 
meeting was am\nged by the SBA, and attendee\ by approximately 
sixty-five students. 
The Dean's proposals, Which 
deal with- the faculty's salary 
structure, the promotion and 
tenure system, the library and a 
five year plan on the missio~ of 
the school, are being sent to. 
Academic Viet President Ronald 
Bunn. 
The Dean said he wou ld like to 
revamp the promotion and tenUre 
system which .. he ·called 
"unnecessarily cunlbersome. ~•~· 
is proposing a two stage process 
with one review by the 'central 
administration; a facu lty member 
wollfd be appointed at the 
Associate Professor level and would be prompted to Full Professor 
status when i;enure is granted after approximately five years. Under the 
present system each faculty member undergoes two reviews by the 
central administration. ' 
The proposal on\ salary structure is tied in with the Dean's 
promotion and tenure plan. It also includes a recommendation for a 
general increase in the salary level of the facu lty. 
. The library has been a constant problem for the past ten years and 
has baffled a succession of librariahs and Deans, according to Headrick. 
He stated that two of ihe four candidates for law librarian.have been 
found satisfacto[Y by Associate Dean Wade Ne'!'house and himself. 
Any decision in this, area will be postponed until a new librarian for 
the.Unive~ty as awhole has been designated. (See story, page one.) 
, The Dean's plan concer'!ing the mission of the school was 
su6mitted in r.esponse to .central~administration's requirements. The 
proposal presents a five year plan on the needs arid expectations of the 
law school. According to .Headrick, the law school has experienced a 
remarkable expansion in the past teh ·years and he expressed realistic 
concerns on the ability of the State to keep the school growing on a 
qualitative level. · 
The questlbns-by students following the Dean's opening remarks 
evidenced a great deal of concern over 'the circumstances surrounding 
the deci<ion of Professor Adolf HQmburger to accept a three year 
appointment at Pace University. ,The. Dean detailed the negotiations 
that were taking place with the central administration concerning a 
waiver of the ll)andatory retirement policy. The central administration 
appeared unwilling to grant Professor Hamburger another renewal on a 
full-time basis. Professor ,Hamburger decided to accept the Pace offer 
- while the opportunity was still available. ' 
In response to a question about his own future plans, Dean 
.Headrick stated that he stltl has confidence in the law school's ability 
to grow and de~elop and that he .intends ·to renlaln here for as lon'g as 
he feels he is making 'a contribudon to that developmenL 
Dean Headrick also announced five new facwlty appointment, for 
September, l977. Fred Konefsky · and George Priest have both 
accepted regullr three year positions. Marshall Breepr, Martin Rogoff 
and Anthony Waters have all accepted one year p01itions as visiting 
profe59ors. In addition to these conflnned appointments,. there has 
been an offer of a three year position made to Denke Carty-Bennia. 
According to Headrick, all of tt,ose who'have been hired have had 
some expetlence teaching law and none Is a recent law school araduate. 
The 9eah ahll said that It wlll be the Iii..,_ poll~ of the law school to 
hire experienced teachen when faculty positions are open. 
K9f1kV hu been eng•d In researeh tor die past six yean and 
has also'"'been teachlnfpart•tlm~ at Boston Collep, His major lnlerests 
and pouible teachlna 11\as ln~ude lepl history, . contracts and 
V3tuliou1 tr'1•nr,. : . , ,' , , 1.. , - cont'd.,on~ 4 
library staff and help qversee the 
library's operations, nothing is 
likely to change befote the end of 
the sem~ster. . 
In its September 9 issue, 
Opinion · reported that a search 
committee for a new head 
librarian would soon be formed, 
that library acquisitions wou ld be 
11 
sad" for a while and that there 
were a number of vacant staff 
positions. Since that time, nothing 
has happened with respect to 
acquisitions. In fact, there have 
been no new acquisitions, 
althQ411,b su\)~~ripti9~i. . f<;>( ., 
rep.orters; Shepard's and statutes 
have been kept up. With ttie 
SUNY hiring freeze sti ll on, there 
is not much chance-of getting any 
new personnel right now either, 
Newhouse said. 
The future of llhe law library 
rests on the fate of the University 
budget. What happens in the area 
of acquisitions and staff will 
depend largely on how much pf 
the law library's requested 
allocation survives the revision 
process of the next two months. 
Both Dean.· Headrick and 
Newhouse have stressed the 
importance of the law library for 
the future of the law school and 
its need for funds in their 
conversations with University 
administration. Newhouse said 
that the outcome of the 
budgetary process is rather 
unpredictable in tenns of its 
effect on library funds. Dean 
Headrick- is more optimistic, 
feeling that there is a good chance 
that the library may get the funds 
that it]lteds. 
. · Newhouse did note that, while 
there have. been difficulties with 
the library, it has continued to 
function . at a high level. Part of 
this is due, he said, to the work of 
Mabel Jepson and Louise Tucker 
·who are now in charge of library 
. supervision. Newhouse ~oted that 
the · next important step In 
Improving library services will be 
appointing a new head librarian. 
Dean Headrick commented 
that the def•~ in starting the 
search process for a new head 
"librarian was necessary while 
relations with the University 
librar.y administration were 
Improved. At this time, a new 
head librarian for the whole 
university library- system Is being 
souaht, and Dean Headrick Nld he 
Sinc..e the University 
,administration has been actively 
pursuing a university-wide library 
director, Dean Headrick Qid that 
the fa.w school should· now 
activate its own search for a head 
librarian. He said that the 
formation of a search corrvnittee 
for ·a new librarian would begin 
shortly. 
Newhouse was hopeful that, 
once the committee was 
organized, the search for a 
suitable candidate for the law 
library position would take a 
short time. He ilso .sald that he 
anticipates a new head librarian 
by next fall. 
_ 
• 
.until a better policy for dealing 
with the law library was adopted 
by the University library 
administration. The Law Library 
Committee and members of the 
faculty have drawn up a proposal 
for the future of the law library. 
The proposal will be reviewed b·y 
tbe new director of libraries to be 
appointed by the university 
administration. 
Elections March 22-23 
The Student Bar Association is holding · its annual elections 
March 22, 23. Any law itudent is eligible to vote for SBA officers. 
Can(lidates for the various positions in student government 
include: 
PRESIOElfT - Bob !<aiser, Jane E. Mago, Tom Murphy. 
~!chard Parenti .. 
"\st VICE PRESIDENT - Aviva Meridian. 
SECRETARY - Andy Cosentino. 
TREASURER - Jeffrey licker 
ABA/LSD_DELEGATE - Kathleen Drumm. 
2nd YEAR DIRECTORS - Marcia Davich, James J. Parris, Jike 
Buskus, Madeleine Bernstein, Larry Pitt, Terrie L. Bemon, David 
Alexander, Larry Cohen. 
3rd YEAR DIRECTORS - Michael J. Tallon, Alice Mann, Vikki 
Edwards, Matthew Melmed, Deborah A. Wrlaht, Ellen Simon, 
Brenda Barnett-Bodenstein, Bonnie Hood, Paul Lukin. 
Pho~phslUld statements of those candidates who submitted 
th"'!aht It was Important f~r die . .,ch to Opinion appear on paae a. 
Law Sc;hool to participate in this ._________ __-. -..- .-.-. -. -• .- .-.-.-. -. •- .-.-. -. -••-.-.--~ 
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·Editorials Letters to the· 
Vote YesThe Fee 
SBA_president, · (, • . •• Ji~ve,_ foy~d ,. ~~ , cours~ Ill _,,.~ .• ·sec.op~-1'.U.~ tteatnii~t : ,f1<0ri1 : •~ •For •~ ' past , se~ril ,, years, 
Opinion is brought to you by the student activity fee . 
So are tirst-year orientation, graduation, the piacement 
office, la"'. school clubs and organizations, SBA parties and 
access to SUNYAB athletic facilities. 
Perhaps individually, none of these activities is worth the 
thirty dollars per year required from each law student; but as 
collective contributions to a well-rounded, many-faceted law 
school, student activity_ funded functions and facilities are 
well worth the nominal outlay. 
For those students "truly unable to afford the expense, 
fee waivers should be continued. But for the majority of law 
students who enjoy the benefits of the activity fee and 
whose financial situations could accommodate the payment, 
the student activity fee should be continued. 
The decision whether to maihtain or abolish the student 
activity fee will be presented in a referendum vote March 22, 
'23: Opiaion supports the student fee. 
, The ·President 
If the SBA has not accomplished great and wondrous 
feats this year, it is not because of lack of effort on the part 
of its president, Barry Fertel . 
. Recognizing that student government operates in a 
hostile environment, either ignored or ridiculed by students 
an·d facultv, alike, Fertel 's attempts at extend ing the SBA 'ss 
role are laudable. Starting with his support ·of the SU 
lobby-ing ,ih -'Albany last spring •and continuing _through his 
endeavors to establish contacts with alumni and the Buffalo 
legal community, Fertel has l,een an active and approachabie 
It would be nice to say that the student goverm:nent and 
the· law school .flourished under Fertel's leadership; at least 
we can say that he tried . 
. , . . • . _ . .. . 
• 
The 
')President's 
Corner 
by Barry Fertel ~ 
, 
It has been quite a long year, and now that my term has expired I 
feel quite relieved. Not only has it been exciting, but it has alsp been 
an emotionally draining experience. 
During this last year I learned more about myself than I thought I 
, would ever know.. Being in the public eye, even in thp small world of 
this law school, has forced me to face up to my personal weaknesses 
because they have been so greatly magnified. 1've been quite lucky to 
l~arn at k, early .a stage in my career what I can and cannot do. 
Nevertheless, I do feel that I have been somewhat successful in 
accomplishing what I had set out to do: I have focused on.enhancing 
the image of the law school to outside observers. Ever since last year'>. 
successful effort to reinstate the State University Scholarship, I have 
- been contacting legislators, alumni, the press, members of the Board of 
Trustees of SUNY, and just about anyone I could reach, if only with 
the effect of causing people to note the existence of our school. 
Throughout my stint as "president," I have viewed my role as 
'essentially that of an •advocate for the needs and interests of my fellow 
students. My willingness (and some term it abrasiveness) to fervently 
speak out on behalf of my fellow students is something that I am 
proud of. ' · , 
Unfortunately, however, I was rather ineffective as a leader of the 
SBA itself. I could offer the time-worn excuse that not enough 
students were willing to do their fair share, but that is no answe'r. In 
undertaking to fulfill the duties of this office I became fully 
responsible for any failures by the SBA, and there have been quite a 
few. 
Oh sure, we.'ve had a couple of successful partie,, but diere should 
be a lot more to the SBA than that. There ought to be'a greater effort, 
by students to organize activities withi!' the school with the 1oal of 
malting law school just that much more tolerable. More effective 
participation byIstudents in the planning and program of the law 
school ls also a nece1Slty. , 
All I can say is that I have tried. And if anyone asks me how I 
would delcrlbr this past yur, I would say that It has been 
enll1htenln1, exciting, frustrating, debUltatln1, depressln11, 
oein,:!Jl(l'f!C~R-- tiring, but, most of all It's been a helluva lat '!{.ff<'.( 
Thjrilcs: ' · · 
To the Editors: 
We urge the student body to -
vote Yes - Maintain the 
Mandatory Student Fee" in thb 
referendum to be held on March 
22 and 23. , 
Most studJnt organizations 
depend upon the fee for .the 
support of their activities. The 
damage that would be done to the 
reputation 'of the Jaw school and 
the quality of · education here 
should these activities be seriously 
curtailed or. abolished because of 
the lack of funds that would 
Left turn 
To the Editors: 
This is in regard to the traffic 
light on Millersport Highway and 
Maple Road. · Whenever I leave 
school I· end up waiting 3-10 
minutes at that light. , 
· The reason for this is that there 
is no left tuming ·signal at that 
·BARI BR/ ..._,criticismsI responses
· 
To the Editors: naterialized by th~., .;,ci of 'the With a little bit of luck, it 
:ourse; won't snow. in Buffalo this 
A number of the students - These difficu lties and others summer; the winte, students have 
participating in the Winter 1977 gave rise to a definite feeling that already been inconvenienced; lhe 
BAR/BRI Bar Review Course, the ,tap_e·!oottians "were .re.ce\sing, iurrmerstud~ntsw'?n'tbe. •', 
deficient . in s~_veral aspects. •lh_e 
petition printed below 15 
presented not ~s an endorseme~}
ofotherqarrev1ewcourses, but,n 
the hopes that the calibre of the 
bar review courses available in 
Buffalo can be improved to more 
adequately meet the needs of the 
students. · 
~ 
The Und~rsigned, being ·students 
in the BAR/BRI New York Siate 
Bar Review Course at the Buffalo, 
New· York location between 
January, 1977 to March, 1977, 
report the following deficiencies 
in the operation of the course: 
- Despite various assurances, 
the course materials were not 
avai lable before the beginning of 
the course; 
- Despite repeated requests for 
the necessary mate(ials by the 
course representatives at Buffalo, 
the commencement of the course 
was de!ayed one day due, to 
non-availability of course 
materials and tapes; 
- On at least three different 
occasions, sessions had to , be-
cancelled because the tapes did 
not arrive; 
- The pre-test was delivered 
late and never scored as promised; 
- .Despite repeated inquirfes, 
the "answers" to the pre-test were 
not made available untll the end 
,f February; 
-The "answers"-given for th~ 
,re-test and for the directed 
:esting were at best Inadequate 
' u,d In several situations blabnify 
ncorrect; 
- On ·three occasions during 
tlje course, Summer, 1976 tapes 
were1 played because the lecturer 
either did not arrive or became Ill. 
One of these occulons was a New 
York Prac!lce tape anjl on two 
occasions no updates were 
provided! 
- Despite ·assurances frq_m the 
~-  ~lrector, G.I. BIii benefl• 
for the veterans had not 
follow . a "no" vote would be 
dramatic and irrever,ibl~. , 
· ·pther functipns, 51/Ch ,as (1) 
freshnian orientatio,t,, .. (2) 
graduation, (3) use o,f athletic and , 
other University facilities 
(including a portion of the health 
fee), (4) the place'ment office, and 
(5) social activities, which are 
funded ; ei~er in whole or in pa(t 
by the SBA, would suffer as well 
if the fee were abolished. 
The maintenance of the fee_is 
necessary if we are to prevent 
further deterioration in I the 
·quality . of life here and . avoid 
intersection. There . is enough 
room for a, l~ft ,tu,rn signal (!her~ , 
is a left turn signal going in the 
other direction), and I see no 
reason at all why one is not 
installed; for traffic would be 
greatly relieved, and i would be 
much happier when I leave law 
school . 
BAR/~RI. . . . 
While the ma1ority of the 
students were favorably impressed
with the local student 
representatives, , the course 
outlines, and the majority ·of the 
lecturers, the above 1isted 
deficiencies should be considered 
by all students contempla\ing_!fie 
enrollment in a·BAR/BRI course 
in the future. 
Dominick DeLorle, Jr. 
Marjorie Mix 
Jeffrey fandura 
Frederick l:ang 
Cynthia F.alk 
Joseph Broderick , than half the cou~ on videotape. 
Don "fonor;e/11 •Because.so many Buffalo.students 
Sara Z~,e(lda •'., have. ,eni'olled ~ready, , one , .of 
George Johnson these vi~. locations, will· be 
,· Sherry ,Turner- here: , ,· ,, ·: 
, • '• _ .. ,,.,, , . •W,e are .doing ,alLowe, can to 
To the Editors: maintain BAR/BRl's high pas• 
lliis winter's snow stotm percentage, at Buffalo and · our 
caused logistical problems for all ,long l\uffalo •relatlonshlp. Any 
bar review courses. Prof. 1oyce's students with •further questions 
lecture had to be rescheduled and should call ~me collect In New 
we had to subs.titute tapes from York .City at (212)594-3696-. 
the prior course in several , 
instances, The snow also delayed, Stanley D. Chess 
the deliveries of books and Membir; New York Bar 
h othellcats. D/rsctor, BA R/BRI 
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1 • , ~/lSpectfull)I )/ours, 
,. , , 1.,~ndy Cqse,ntfno 
, , ~orcia ,Q<,vich 
Kathleen Drumm 
, Ieffrey licker 
Paul Lukin 
A viva Meridian 
Ellen Simon 
John Simson 
Sheryl Reich 
/ Ldrry Pitt 
Bob Kaiser 
Buffalo Leg/slat/on Project 
Assoc. of Women Law SWdents 
. . Being tha,t I ,have 110 e):(pei:i~oce 
in. ,this ar,ea, , J, )Vquld like some 
help in going about tr'\(ing,tp get a 
left tum light installed at that 
· [ntersection: All 'those 'who can 
help, please leave a message for 
11)• at tile Opinion office. , 
Dean Slivers 
BAR/BRI , has trained more 
Buffalo students and more 
students,o,frotn: ,, all other law 
schools than all other New York 
Barreviewcoursescombined. 
We intend to continue. Our' 
testing program is being updated 
and expanded and we're offering a 
gf'!'ater emphasis this summer on 
the New, York Bar Exam essay 
portion. (As for veteran benefits, 
we have been assured by the VA 
that PU, Marino, and BAR/BRI 
will have ~qual programs.) 
And, in our four largest 
loca~ons, we will be f1Qldir(g more 
' 
• 
, 
' 
-1·• 
MMch _17, 1977 QPIIIIION Pap three 
Wide World of Torts 
Cit~~C'h~king in Communist China 
by John Sir,i~n 
The Law School',' as ah i'(ifierican Institution, is really 
no different•from a large corporation',:a TV'talk shaw, ol·a 
squalia . dowlitow d" Th l . .. u· 51"te . d' 
clientete a're 0~ ~ b~t ~enot ~ec~~::;il s:.,:1::n:::~1
thinking proces~ are. y , . . ' . 
Ask William Carport Glutton Ill, abdut GRAFT 
UNLIMITED h' If -11• d II d h , ts mu 1m1 10n o ar enterprIse, an e 
will tell you that a $10 million lawsui~ against his 
company, reported on the ABC NIGHTIME NEWS is 
worth more than any advertising his ·company has her 
· done: ...._ 
Glutton: " You'd besurprised how many people will buy a 
case of our packaged meat immeHiately after tli"ey've heard 
that someone has just collected $100,000 in damages for 
eating Rat's Tai ls, found in some of our packs . .." 
J.S. "Hey, f.<?r a hundred grand I'd eat two rat's tails." 
.Gl"tton: "·Ma' matte/ of fact, it's really worth it to us to 
•put a'rat's•1l!II or'something in ·every .niillionth package·o1 
so,1can',t'beat 'it'foi' sal~s~"1; ' · ~. · .. ,. · '-· ·, 
.J.s::"~av~'.?~ fo~~~~·y:o~_e( ben~fitsi" . 
Glutton: ,., As a matter of fact; salespersons have noticed 
m~y attorneys standing next to our display, cases, in 
supermarkets all over the land, handing out their cards to 
people purchasing our product . . .'' ' 
, , 
1 
_ 
now for a word" / 
J.S.: 11 Johnny, we've never met before . . ." 
Johnny: _"Well, .no . . . but you do have a new movie to 
. show us?" ' 
. ' j,:s·.: 11 Yes, it's a documentary1 Johnny1 called - Cite 
'Checking in Communist Chino." 
Johnny: "And we do have .a clip?' ' (shows clip) 
J.S,: "Yes, and I also have a book coming out next .__ _________________......., 
·ip.J 
.,, , 
I'. ,. 
<: 
Tuesday called The Death of GIimore by Contract.' ~ 
John~y : " . .. and it:s about Gary' Gilmore?" Johnny: "And now for our n~xt guest. . ." 
' front of our display cases all day long. Can't beat iL" 
Ask any guest on a TV Talk Show, why he or she is 
. . . . . . 
putting up With inane question after mane quesl!On, 
reve~i.ng inti~ate personal af~airs in front ~f a.national 
telev1s1on aud1e~ce. Perhaps this excerpt provides the clue: 
., . . 
Johnny: Tonight we hav~ .a .very prominent attorney,JOh s· " n _imson · • · 
J.S,: "Hi Johnn¥, it's really a pleasure to be here tonite. 1· 
can't wait .to tell you all about my sex life and the-time 
ttia~ I was.stuct( in an elevator with Judge Carswell, and 
1 
Johnny: "Gee, that's reall)' something, you seem to have a 
lot of things on the fire sjnce I've seen you last .. . and 
J.S.: "I guess it beats ambu'.ance chasing···" . • -..· J.S,:. ''.~o, Johnny, it's about an · •~centric law school, . J.~,: "And I also have a new a!bum coming out next 
Glutton: "Sure, andjt saves J~ mill ions. :Why; -we'd-,j,ave lo\· lpriifes;or .who· dies wolii; 'wiiting"a'· !realise on contract 
pay a fortune .to get models, in nice clothes: to stand in , la~." ,. 
• 1 
On point 
.,· •• •· .• .... .. . ,.,._ ; ""#- ,.' ' t. ' • ' , 
~t!2trJ:~¥;;~gecries c~~r~~t~r :iri.~~ryie~s 
~( ft r H 
·• I , :,,, 'cy F\W,iBarlie'GtJJ;yr{ght_i'll•7 
•• • ', , 1 • , ' 1 ,• , • ~, 1 1•1 - , , • , f"I ~ • I , • 1 •_I _ • 
( Ed. /rote - The author Is a 1916 graduate of Boston 
Unive,sity_ Low School currently emplo)'({j by Buffalo 
Neighborhood Legal Services, Inc, as a staff ot""h,rneY:) 
On February 22, 1977,, I was sworn into the New 
York State Bar along with approximately 375 other recent 
CAfOI Bl LI TY 
CilMMITTEE
• 
law school graduates. The elegance of the rococo Eastman 
Hall in ' Rochester, N. Y., was the setting for this final step 
in our shared rite of passage. 
The main speaker, the President of the New York 
State Bar Association, led off his speech with an easy 
metaphor comparing the events of the day to the arrival of 
a climber at the ,top of. a' summit after a. steep ascenL 
Behind us were-those ~1nasty' '- bar eXaminatlons, the three 
years , of 7mind•- jahgllng ,1egal· .education, eto. I wasn't 
per.uaded.by llis analc)gy, ·· ' •.,. ... ·. · ' 
From my perspective. •·.after ·1 nihe ' ·· months of 
unemplaymeht and , a costly·, legal education, I was i~ a 
valley of desp6nllehcy- and debt: Moreover, I could hardly 
dismiss into the p·ast those ..nasty;' ba·r examinations with 
tne speaker's nonchalance. Nor could I treat lightly the 
poorly conceived ·procedure , of fntef'\liews before a 
committee on character ,md fitness, 
I. don't personally know anyone who has had 
difficulty in winning approval from the committee. 
However, I know people who are ·•offended by the' 
procedure. 
Law school nurtures , In many the strong belief that imposed upon ypu by any governmental agency or decree 
· how sbmething is done is as important as what is done. My or· order of any court including alimony and support 
criticism of interviews before the committee on character ordef'S and decrees," whether 11YOU are .Indebted te 
and fitness is ,rooted in my distaste for the process, the . anyone." An applicant Is also asked to attach "a certified 
unguided and seemingly un(ettered ~iscretion of the , copy of decree, judgment or order for each •divorce, 
inl;<'~le.wer. ~o o,n~ k_!low\ )"hat the in,terview~r will ask. annulment or separation action:" ·, 
The rarill" o( questions on the application for-admission to The overbre~dth of the information reques~d I~ a 
the bar, whi~h tt,e interviewer revi~ws l"i!h you, pry i.nto direc~ result of the vatueness of the statute governing 
personal 'matters . that are irrelevant for the 'purpose of admissions ·to tile New York State Bar, /udlciary Law 
deiermlnfng fit~esqnd c~aracterfor-practicing law: · .Section 90 (1 )(a): ".... the appellate division of the 
The eleven page application includes questions· Supreme Court In the department to which such per,on 
concerning all past residences of the applicant Including shall have been certified by the state '~rd . of law 
temporary ones; the names of all per,ons "with whom you exi[lliners, If It shall be sitlsfied that such person possesses 
are presently Jiving and relationship to you;" whether you the 'character ~d ll"neral fitness requisite for an attorney 
have ewr Ileen •"ticketed,'or summoned, or prested, or and counsellor-at-law, shall admit him to practice as such 
taken Into custody, or .lndlcllld, or convicted, or uled for, attorney .. ." 
or chartsd- wltf,, or pleaded gu_lJty to, the violation of any There Is no statutory determination of how or what 
law; ordfniljlce, traffic ' or 'parkln1 regulation or the the committee on character and fitness may lnvestlpte. 
cprnmls,lon . of any, ,.lony or mlldemnnor, or been The law 1iws the committee ~nfettered discretion In !he· 
,equated to appear before any protecutlns or lnvestl1atlve ·1performance of Its duty to approw the. character and 
a,tncy In any matlllr;" whether ''you are In default In the flaien of applicants to the New York Bar. 
performance oc dlsclli,.1 of ,~Y, , '14/ty, ,or obllJa~OJP , , 1 ••, t ,.• ._,._~. , ., . -con.t;p.onpa(I, 7 
· ·· · · ·· ·· - · · ·~••.1,1 • ,. ,,. ,, •• - .. - ...,.. - .. .. -- ••. -.· - - -.,.,,,. 1,, , ~-
month entitled 'Folk Songs of the Common Law'" 
J h " A d 'd • f th f ,,. 
• o nny: . . . n you 1ove to sing one o em or us. 
.J .S.: .''.S4re. This ~ne_'s _my big hjt.$ingle on Congcessional 
Recolds,, 'Sperm is Thicker than Water.' It's ,about 
whales." 
Yes, advertising is the name of the ' game. The 
American 'p,yche is geared to subliminal cues. It ,nakes 
little I difference . whether ' they '••are' employed by 
multi-million dollar corporations, TV talk shows or small 
town dives. Tony, from Tony's.Squalid Deli, concurred: 
TSD: 11 Look, r'm small time. I can't afford a neon sign, 
much less somefewspaper or TV advertising. But 1've sJi_ll 
gqt to get the message across. So with a little help from the 
roaches, and a payoff to the Health Department, they 
close me down for t.fnsanitary cqnditions." 
J.S. : '.'Wait a minute ... do you mean that you pay off the 
Health Department to close your Deli down?" 
TSD: "Sure, hopefully I can get them to give me the most 
violations, Then I make the headlines. Then business gets 
really good." 
J.S.: "What kind of customers do you p.ick up?" 
TSD: •:well, either store owners trying to figure out how I 
do it, and people from the 'burbs' come slumming it. And 
the best part is, that when ·1 reopen, I get more newspaper 
publicity, and a belief on the part of the public that all the 
filth that closed me down is no'w cleaned up. Thank God 
for Heal th Codes.' ' ' 
It pays to advertise. It doesn't matter what kind. 
Buffalo Law School knows this. It was for this reason that 
the school hired the first non-lawyer Dean; it was for this 
reason that the administration called the Health 
Department last week: 
LSD: "Can we be clqsed for heal th code violations?" 
DH: 11Gee, we don't think so." , 
LSD: "Our lecture halls don't-~ave any windows!" -
HD : "I don't ihink so.'' 
LSD: "Have you ever eaten in the Baldy ' Hall cafeteria?" 
HD: "Sorry."Click. __ 
I 
This left the· administration in -an untenable position. 
Unable to get free advertising ' through health code 
violations, they realized that an expenditure would be 
•necessary. The administration called a faculty meeting. He 
showed up. ' · , 
LSD: "l'w called this meeting bec..se we must decide 
whether to spend next year's budll"t on faculty, to replace 
the leaving (not to be confused with the living) or on 
advertising." • 
-cont'd, on,P."I!/ 
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Lost Horizon found in Buffalo 
-- - ' 
on reacquired dump __sit~ 
. .. 
by Dean Silvers 
Every once in a while, when 
law school gets to be a bit 
burdensome, I wish that someone 
would write a modern version of 
Maimondes Guide to the 
Perplexed for law students. But 
alas, I realize such is just wishful 
thinking. However, admidst the 
sometime coldness and bleakness 
of the law school journey you can 
find an escape, and although •it 
may be temporal, it helps put 
things back in perspective, and 
lightens the burdens we place on 
ourselves. 
If you have a pair of really 
strcing binoculars, go outside and 
point yourself South, a~d if you 
look closely enough, between the 
steely grey skies and the smoky 
black taint of the industrial 
. compounds in South Buffalo you 
., can discover a utopia of sorts. 
Perhaps this utopia is not 
comparable IQ that in The Lost 
Horizon, and perhaps it may not 
be as appealing to some as Anita 
Bryant's "sunshine trees", but it 
beats the Baldy cafeteria for 
aesthetic quality. 
Tifft Farms is a 264 acre 
nature preserve located 3 miles 
south of Buffalo's downtown 
c~nter. On an average .day, within 
tlfe SQ(!tude of Tifft Farin you can 
encounter muskrats in the 
marshes, green or blue heron 
along the ponds, rabbits in 
. mar~hes, ducks and geese, and a. 
wealth of 'flowers that fill in and 
'replenish the squalor and 
desofatioa of South Buffa\o: 
Way back when, Tifft Farm 
was originally· a food gathering 
spot for local Indians. Because it 
was so marshy iii character, no 
one ever developed it. In the , 
mid-19th century Lehigh Valley 
Railroad Co. built a large rail 
network and complex on that site, 
which was eventually abandoned. 
And in_ 1955 that grand old U.S. 
benefactor, Republic Steel, 
bought the land to us~ it as a 
dumping ground (what else is 
new) for slag. 
Since that time there h0 as been 
a drop in !h• use of the site for 
dumping, and, unknown to 
Republic Steel, out of the trash of 
industry spawned the unassu'ming 
strength of nature. 
In 1972' the City of Buffalo 
reacquired Tifft Farm, and chose 
this site as the area to receive 2 
million cubic yards of new refuse­
(to keep the old refuse company) 
which was being removed from 
Squaw Island, Buffalo's dumping 
site. The wonders of the modern 
soci~ty shall never cease to amaze! 
However, through grass-r.oots 
movements (forgive the pun) of 
con'ce rn ed citize.ns and 
conservationist groups, the city of 
Buffalo was coerced into reali zing 
the ecological value of this site. 
Some public officials . and 
concerned citizens then-: Jbined• 
forces , to form the Technical 
Advisory Committee, which • 
advised the Buffalo DepL of 
Corr:munity Development and its 
consultants: · 
Two years later a Master Pia., 
for the Tifft Farm Nature Preserve 
Speaker's Bureau---focUSffi oµ 
rape_ education and prevention 
by Sue Hogan 
Several women from tl)e law 
school have been speaking to 
various community groups on the 
subject of rape and rape 
prevention. 
Fiora Miller, Kathy Rowe Cox 
and Connie Farley are volunteers 
in the Sp~aker's Bureau "program 
of the Erie County Department of 
Anti•Rape and Sexual AssaulL 
The department focuses on aid to 
the sexually assaulted victim 
through medical and counseling 
services ind assistance through the 
criminal justice process. Rape 
education and prevention are also 
functions of tne department, and 
"are provided mainly ll)rough the 
volunteer Speaker's Bureau. 
Flora_ Miller explained that 
presentations il'e given in response 
to requests to the department 
from various community groups. 
The types of groups range from 
g r a m m a r . s c h o o I PT A 
organizations to women's studies 
and college dorm groups. 
Cox and Miller recently gave 
what they termed a "very 
well-received presentation" at a 
professional women's service 
organization. Connie Farley gave 
her first presentation to a 
Criminal Justice class at Niagara · 
,-------------, Community College.
The presentation includes a 
movie entitled, 11 Rape - ASUMMER Preventative lnciuiry.' ' followed 
by discussion covering issues such -LAW STUDY as the law, myths, statistics,· 
preventative measures, and local 
medical, police and courtin procedures regarding rape. 
Cox and Miller, who have been 
giving lectures for the past yearGuadalajara
. and a half, explained thit the 
purposes of the presentationsOxford were to educate ·women on rape 
was created. Some of its principles 
and goals are: 
1) to transfer all the accumulated 
waste ir:ito one pile, grade it into 
mounds, and then seed it. 
2) "The first priority of Tifft 
~arm is that of.its being a wildlife 
sancwary. Although six miles of 
nature trail are planned, parts of 
the site, including rTlost of the 
?S•acre marsh will rem~in 
inaccessible to visitors. 
3)· Areas of high intensity use are 
planned, based around the 
platfield section and the facilities 
of an educational cent.er,. thus 
meeting the secondar,y goal df the 
Nature Preserve, environmental . 
education." 
Tifft Farm is a unique place in 
Buffalo. Righ'C about now there 
are not too many people visiting 
Tifft Farm, and it is quieL It is 
open from sunrise to sui:1set, it is 
free, and attempts to make sense 
out of a world which seems so 
senseless at times. 
If you are interested in a 
-guided tour, . you can call them 
and have it arranged, or you can 
hitch on to an elementary school 
tour: of the preserve, and enjoy 
the fascination of little childten as 
tht.~orld of nature unfurls right . 
before their very own eyes. 
There exists a "diamond in th e 
rough" in-South Buffalo. So when 
law school gets to be a bit too 
much, wander on down to. Tifft 
Farm. 
• ,New Selectlons. for · the. S~a ~Grant Fellowship program have been anno_4nced. Picfured,. left to· ri1ht ~bove, t~e student, 
selected include: Pamela WCbb, David Brody, Theodore Firetog, Arlene Fisk, Steven Waternian, Dennis Harka.wjk, Charyl 
Block, Mark' J. Moretti. Also selected, but not pictured, were James Yawman, Ann P:feiffer, and iilternates Richard Keeniin 
1 
.md Robert Ciandella. Each of these students will receive a stipend, for research tb be be1un this SUm~er rqardln1 the 
coastal zone environment:, 
., .1·, -.,• 
_ 
prevention as well as to encourage • · Durins -the course of their 
•them to deal with their own research, frequent contact with
-Paris 
attitudes regarding rape. Judith Laughlin, the head of the 
,., .,,_, Mlller explaihed, for example, Department of Anti'Rape and 
rr.,. H. Louro•, U•-~•v of San that "Many women feel they were Sexual Assault;- multed In the 
.,..._ - ol u•1 At..,,'""• San at fault because they were raped." women's ultlinate Involvement In
1...;.._.;;;.;;;.i•-~.;...-"-'-'o_._...__·.., _ _. Another comnion feeling is,shame _. lh•~~,r•, _h_~ P,-0.-M·· 
0 
and fear of telling someone, which 
is reflected in statistics indicating 
that many more rapes are 
committed than are reported. 
Miller also said that the 
presentations emphasize being 
aware and anticipating a variety of 
situations, in .the hope that having 
the knowledge of several ways to 
handle a potentially dangerous 
situation will enable a woman to 
think of rational alternatives in 
the event of a sexual ~sault­
Cox and Milfer initially .became 
involved with the Speaker's 
Bureau twb years --.ago as a result 
of a research. pr9j_ect undertaken 
through a Criminal Justice 
Program granL· 
· Their project concerned rape 
statistics in the Buffalo ·area, 
especially successful prosecution, 
and the change In the 
corroboration requirement in New 
York State's Penal Law. (In 
March, 1975, PL, section 130.16 
was amended to eliminate all 
corroboration requirements 
except 11:!,cases where_ the vic\im's 
iack of consent results from 
mental incapaci!Y or age and in 
c;~ses of consensual sodomy.) 
. , 1. ·, '( ,,; • ·,, ,,' , • •. ' .. - 1 
' ,, ·I.le., -4'J• ,,( ~ ;.:. l':l ,frl1'li I JIii 
- ,· r'l~I •-! , ,;4• ,r I l 'I ~I 
OPEN HOUSE 
' ' -for the . 
Buffalo Le.gislation Project 
, 
Wednesday, March 23rd 
10:00 a.m. to 4!30 p.m. 
Room 724, O'Brian 
ALL ist,YEAR STUDENtS' 
,· . ' WELCOMf . ·_ ,.. '•· ' 
Please. aitend fo, ,rnembership, , / " 
information·and Glgfl·llp&·•" · ;1;, •· 
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED 
\ 
i=aculty cippo;ntin~nts 
- from.fl(lqe 1 
Priest has been at the University of Chicago for the past two years 
where he is a part-time fellow in Jaw and economics. He had previously 
taught at Puget Sound for two years. His major areas are contracts, 
aommercial traoSactions and torts. ~ 
Breeger has been at the University Texas for the past three years ., 
with. major interest in the fields of ciyil procedure, law and medicinet 
and leg.11 practice. • ' , 
Rogoff Will be visiting from the Uni~ersity of Maine. He will be 
here for only the spring semester next' year since he wlll spend the first 
semester at Yale University. His primary Interests are corporations, 
securities regulation and corporate finance. 
Waters, who has beer teaching at the University of Maryland for 
the pas~ two years, has experience In commercial transactions. 
Carty·Bennia has been at Wayne State for the past three years.,Her 
major areas are civil procedure, coP','rlght Jaw and remejlles. . 
In ijddltlon to these confirmed appointments, the Dean salil that 
negotiations were taking place with other potential appointees. ·He 
' stated that people were "°'n• sou&flt who could teach" corporate tax, 
New York practice and criminal law, 
Professor Louis Del Cotto will be teachlna corporate tax here for 
the next two summers 3!!d noxt year the F~ Tax I '°"rse will be 
~lit between Professdrs WIIJlam.G"i.rner ancl Kiflhi~ Jay'ce. 
~ .. ,.. .. p _ • ., - •' • ••• ' ~ •• ' p • • " 
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BLP hosts-open house f!_e,~~~..~~~~ .~~~p8~!i~~. ~,~.~.00 
• , . amend~? the _rules o_f its p.m . are advised to use registered or 
to --n-•nro illn-ber.'S compet1t1on for t~e selection of certifiedmail. ' II l.,I ~~~ ••~••11 next year's assocrate editors ' to No candidate will be allowed 
allow first-year students to write more than 240 hours in which to The selection of associates will 
·their case notes after exams. complete the case note. Those be based 50% upon grades and 
'Candidate~ rnay now pick up their candidates who choose to maiJ 50"/4 upon the case notes. The 
case note assignments at any tinie their case notes must have them notes will be evaluated without 
before Wednesday, May 11 at postmarked n9 later than ten (10) knowledge of the identity of their 
,.. 5:00 p.m.; or on Tuesday, May days-after the date on which they authors. 
NYSBA sponsors t~x seminar 
"The Tax Reform Act of 1976 estate and gift •tax changes, of Buffalo; qayton H. Hale, Jr. of 
f,or the Gener.al Practitioner" is individual income tax changes, tax Syracuse; and Jack M. Battaglia, 
the topic..of a two-day program to shelters and partnership Peter L.. Faber, J. Kevin Mahoney, 
be sponsored by the New York provisions, corporate changes, and Jon L. Schumacher, and Sterling 
~ State B.ar Association's administrative provisions. L. Weaver, all of Rochester. 
Continuing . Legal Education Planning Chairmen for the 
Committee and the Tax Section. seminar ai-e James B. Lewis, Allan 
The program will be held J. Parker, David' .Sachs, and 
·For further information on this 
John Arpey, right, recently selectecl as new BLP director, is shown here March 18-19 ·· at the Sheraton Eugene L. Vogel, all of New York program, contact the Continufng
with project editori Kim Hunter and Barry Oster. Inn-East, 2040 Walden Avenue, City. Legal Education Department, 
Buffalo. Prog'°m participants will New York State' Bae.Association, 
The Buffalo Legislation Project The BLP is a legislative service The major areas to be discuSsed include Carl D. Bellows of New One Elk· Street, Albany, N.Y. 
hass~lectedJoh.nArpeyasitsnew organization staffed and during the two-day program are Yo'rk ~ity; Edward M. Griffith , 1r. 12207. (518) 445-1211. 
director for th;(.' coming ·.year. administered by SUNY AB law 
Barry Oster ari~ Kim Hunter will students. BLP projects include 
be a~isting Arpey in the critiques of existing or proposed 
management of the organization, legisl2tion, ~ompariSons with 
as well as continuing in their roles legislation in other jurisdictions, 
as project editors. and drafting of st~tutes. 
The BLP will be holding an Currently, the BLP is working on 
open house for all interested 1st projects involving bail reform, 
year students on Wedl)esday, consumer law, rTlental: • heilth, 
Ma,ch 23, from 10:00 a.m. - judicial conduct, city ordinances 
4:30 p.m. in its new office, Room involving the 1st Amendment, an~ 
724 O'Brian Hall. Members and tax incentives for industry in New 
project editors fra m the BLP will York State. (See Opinion issue of 
be on hand all day II) ·answer February 17.) 
Qu'estio~S'-a'.t>dut ' ttfe, orp'nizatioli · · · -· 
and "1e.mbership procedures. All Students p~rticipating 
1st year sl!Jdents wishing to apply successfully in the BU' for ,three 
for membership in the BLP are full semesters will receive three JoHn Keenan, Special Prosecutor of the State of New York, addr~ssed the Legal' E,thics class moderated by 
urged- to attend. Refreshments credits toward graduation for Dean Carlisle on March 7. 
wi!I be ~eryed. _ / U,~ir WOfk, . 
Placement Office_-sets career_se_riesfor .tomorrow 
- A special series of three career pro~rarns will Be and Peter M. Kooshoian will explain judicial clerkships. A CRIMINAL LAW: April 13 
presented by the Placement Office on Friday, March 18. question and answer period will follow. TAX:. April 14 
From 11 :00 through l :30, Washington D.C. lawyer An informal sherry reception is planned for late in the . CORPORATE AND SEClJRITIES LAW: April 19 
Shelly Friedman, an assistant to the Seoretary of Health afternoon in the faculty lounge. Guest lawyers will be · ENVIRONMENTAL: April 20 
Edu.1>'!!.il>n and Welfare, will be available in room 197 to available for informal conversation. All students are invited LABOR LAW: April 21; 
discuss career opportunities ~ith the federal government. to attend. LEGAL SERVICES: April 26; 
- Friedman, a U.B. Law ScHool graduate, will present five 30 , STATE/LOCAL GOVT: April 27; 
minute career discussion sessions, . the first to begin at In additi~m to the March 18 pr~gram, the Placement RURAL LAW: Apri l 28 
'11:00 A.M. and th')l last ·to •begin at 1':00' P.M. Friedman Office has scheduled th_e following career evening 
will have written milterial ,for ,distribution to interested programs: ' First and second year students are particularly urged 
students. ~ -- to attend the mini·career evening sessions. Additional 
At 1:30 in roon 106, ·"A Day of Justice" will be r--•~A_M_IL_Y_L,.A_W_:_A_P..;[_il_1_2-__________in_~_o_rm_a_t_io_n_i_s.av_a_il_ab_l_e_in..:·:..th_e_P_la_ce_m_e_n_t_O_ffl_c._.•_. ___-i 
shown. The film was made for use at the law school. All 
first, second and third year law studenu who are interested ' cAC..[ OF TL.I[ I 'E.EK· 1in positions with legal services organizations are urged to ~ _r\ J ~ W ~~ 
attend. Under the new federal legislation authorizing 
growth of legal service regional and local offices, many H~w\tlNS v. M~E.E 
new positions will become~vaiJable. • . _ 
After the film, a panel of local lawyers engaged In ft TltE, HAIR"( HMO~ ~\£ 
poverty law, prisoners rights law, civil rights law and legal 
aid law will discuss career opportunities iri their respective 
fields of work. Among the participants will be Richard 
Lippes (private praftice .and public interest law); N_ick 
Siegel (prisoners rights Jaw); Penny Wolfgang (legal aid); 
Ma,ilyn Zahm (legal services law)i and David Jay (civil 
rights law), Other lawyers will also attend. The panel 
discussion is scheduled for 2: 30 in room 106. 
At 3:30 P.M., seven Buffalo lawyers will present 
second spring career day program in room 106. James 8. 
Denman of Doyle & Denman wijl discuss practice of law in 
a small ,firm; David R. Pfalzgraf of Albrecht, Maguire, 
Heffern & Gregg will discuss practice In a medium sized. 
firm and O,a,Jes Milch of Moot, Sprague, Ma,ch, Landy, 
Fembach & Smythe will discuss law practice In a large 
firm. ' 
·Jn ~dition, Deputy District Attorney of Erie County, 
Joseph McCarthy, -wlll discuss opportunities for law 
pr~ti'8 with the District Attorney's Office.Assistant U.S. 
Atlorney Theodore J. Bums will discuss similar 
opportu11ltle1 with the offlus of the U.S. Attorney. 
Rlollard, Weinstein · of Saperston, Day and Radler will 
dl~11 oppor;tunltl,, avp¥,~Je.;,yith.,ao,~eromen.t agencies ·•·l,-!-:..:._::...ii:..:..:.:..:.._..;.;.J....:;...4-..s;;:..,..........;~.J.1.~-'-..;....:...,ir...,_w:~,Ljl-__,L...I.-...L."-J,._~~'-.J1 
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Book Review 
Pound: practice vs. philpsophy:\ •·~· 1·· 1r 
sOlnething bad, just as someth ingRoscoe Pound, Philosopher of analysis Supreme Court, a ideological spectrum because the 
Law by David Wigdor happened between the red scare competent constitutional schol;u: syst9") ignored values. Likewise, 
11 Heresy Trial" at Harvard in can guess the interests and the courts, scholars and public 
by John Henry Schlegel 1921, in which Pound stood weight to be given to ~ach. Butlf. officials could i14opt the· system 
among the accused, and the that same scholar tries to ' intuit and, ~pun,d. coul~till be unhappy 
In some ways the career of )Wigmore/Frankfurter controversy the interests, not knowing ' tbe with the resuJts. But, if the sysrem 
Roscoe Pound is a bit of an over the SaCco-Vanzetti case in result, that scholar will find him virtually dropped out in 
embarrassment to the law. 1927, in which Pound stood on or herself talking ' about · 'Mr. detel')'llining results, what was the 
The road from St Paul and the sidelines. To me the pattern is Justice Burger's values, for it is .impact of that system, and thus of 
"The Causes of Pop1jlar plain: something made Pound those values that seem to control Pound the Philosopher? 
Dissatisfaction with the sour on the remnants of the choice and weight of interests Surely, the answer to this 
Administration of Justice," to progress1v1sm that began to that, once known, seem \ to question is to be · found in theo~osGQE
Harvard and' praise for Stolberg v. J~ . . reshape. old doctrine after World mechanically determine. largely untold story of Pouhd thePOUNDCal/fomla is a road that suggests War I, for it is apparent that Thus, in practice Pound's Dean, fQr if the system made little 
that popular dissatisfac~ion with . whenever Pound did not start out philosophy in literally a formal difference, what did make the 
the administration of justice is less on the right, he moved that way. mechanism in which the decisive difference "... what made Pound a 
a matter of the undoubted fact Mr. Wigdor does not tell us what questions - what interests, of significant in the eyes of his 
that 11 0ur system of courts is that something is, anymore than what weight - are hidden from colleagues and students ·- was his 
.,, archaic and our procedure behind . DAVID WIGDOR he satisfacto(ily explains why view by a curtain of method that role as a Harvard law school 
the times," than of the inability .;__.___ ,, Pound vigorous ly opposed sounds like pure progressive institution, at .least unless \he 
of our old men to dream dreams changes in the curriculum of the instrumentalism, apparent lack of impact of Pound 
when as young men they sang Harvard Law School. ' ,Mr. Wigdor does n'!t , ,th~ PhiloSQpher of Law says more 
songs. Mr. Wigdor does not note, understand this fact, as is made about the ,biographi~~I subject 
Conceivabt'y, Mr. Widgor reflects my narrow, law school much less explain this pattern, but obvious by· his ·failure to.attempt than any but a revisionist 
agrees, for somehow, his story b' b t • 1 •t 1 in avoiding explanations of the to reach behind his own formal bi.9&rapher·cpuld,possibly say.ias, ( u ' '" arge measure, regularities in Pound\ actions, he 
seems to run downhill after Pound reflects a defficien,cy in Mr. , dualism of instiu_mentalism and ., - · 
leaves from his almost unknown, W i g do r's an a I y sis and does no ~orse than h_i~ subject. organicism in an effort to I!)' to . _(E,dl!or's note: The above review 
bothbut obviously very exciting, understanding of Pound's career F.or m~n decisions . are understand which of Pound's was orlglnally prepared In a 
sojourn in Chicago to accept the and jusiprudential work, a · wrapped· up m . a ".'ysterrous values would' dominate in a given slightly shorter version for 
Story professorship at Harvard. deficiency that becomes apparent balane1ng process m which resul_ts situation . And, since it is in publication In another Journal by 
Suddenly a human Pound (not as if one considers what we know are self-evident, at least m Pound's role as Dean that both request of its - editors. That 
full and round as say Fifoot's about Pound's years at Harvard. retrospect. . . . . the,_ 'nature _of his philosophical publication has been delayed by a 
Maitland or' Howe's Holmes, but · Mr. Wigdor argues·• that there For Mr. Wigdor, if a dliem~a IS system and his values become subsequent ., ,decrease in the 
stiff a sentient being), a man who are twp · threads to Pound's resolved one • way by Pou~d. it IS simultaneously apparent, it is number of (evlews plJbllsheiJ in 
could rouse the entire student thought _:_:  ;. sort ~f Hegelian, but because one or the other of tlie understandable why Mr. Wigdor the Journal. Professor Schlegel has 
body at Nebraska to torchlight not idealist, organicism and ,a dual elements dominated, just as, slights this period In Pound's life. been kind enough to allow 
protest parades at the word of his Deweyian ins tru men tali sm. given the outcome of any case ,But to explain is not to justify. publlcatl9n here at the request of 
impending departure from.the law Pound's interest analysis, however dec!ded by today's intereSt Pound's disciple could-sp"" the fhe Opinion fd'.\orsj , , , 
school .there ~comes .more of a ' much of it one may. ,irgue~he- ' · ,••~ .. ,•. ,., ",', ', • •,.,•. · •' 
cardboard character, casting lifted from pages of lhering, is 
shadows, not spells. built on a similar duality of LI ere· at the . t .. k - 11I Suspe,ct that it need not have forces. But althoug'1 Mr. Wigdor's .r;::,· . r , n, f' ·wes ·er~\l n ;e\)AifiJ \ ltl'\.f" ,el"' J 
. ,,,· ) 1 ,. :·, , ,. I,.~-! ., IL 1 v,~•:·I Jl'o,.,,.,J'j Ii -~Iv, ltLIbeen painted that way . Leon Ci"~ for a .continuing dualism .in . . . . : -~, :·•..; :,. , ;.:: ..~ , . .ic', ,, ., .,. '""" ,,, ,, ,,,, , -:, ,,r.11Green report.eel ' to ine th~t Dean Pound's thought is a good one, \ ' 1 "" 
P tween '"~tstu ' ts ~ • e c'1ass •as ;:~.;-~ to'11d 1' •'wo '' ' en>1 , ·•l-~'> th'·'' '"' 1 ';w·ound, . for _a!! , , hi~ '!~~\~~~ s: ~~!'~.~) ,; tfarvar!( Y,ears-,., sul!!!~st ., ,c_, .Jn:vi~w of'-11\e in\pai,dirig stirderi! re'ferer\dum on be- • DeY.v.. ...,..., 
pompos,ty, w.l!l gen'erally lieYo~eif that there were some regularrt1es the continuation- of the mandatory Student Bar order. One was saying that ' he though;t th'at 
by the bar both in Illinois and in in his actions. These regu larities Associat ion fees we decided to take a long hard pregnancy benefits would eventually ~• extended to 
Texas for what were known as the Mr. Wigdor's analysis sill}ply 9oes look at some of 'the various organizations whi~h are .men on an equal proteotion rationale, and the other 
: "sonafabitch" stori_es (. : ·.'1nd rtorexplaili. · · _ supported i,y these fees. . · , was maintaining that they al,eady had been. The 
then the ~n of _a ~itch. ·· ) and Examples.are.easy to find. It IS Though there have never been an'y no~ices in The topic. for that day's class was "The Uses of Mirrors," 
for an ~bihty to drrnk most any perhaps curious that Pound was 'Opinion nor any signs on blackboards, we and there. was a short follow up on the' physiological 
bar luminary underthe table. brought to Harvard with a serendipitously heard ;ibout a scheduled meeting of justification for saying "It's not short, it's muscle." 
Thus, the Pou~d at H;,rvard natio nal reputation as a the White Male Law Students Association. We had·a By that time we'd gotten a pretty good idea of , 
must _have been a lively character. progressive reformer, made dean little trouble locating it,' but we finally discovered how SBA. funds· were being put io use, so we 
And m some sense, the Harv~rd three years · later, and yet his the group in the Administrative offices on the third . thanked the Coach and-slipped out 
years ~Id be seen _as hav!!'g philosophy, · indeed even his floor. (If you ever decide to visit, don't be put off by ••• 
brought his greatest achievements: concern for the administration of the secretaries and administrative assistants - it's all We've been trying to keep up with Buffalo's 
a Supreme Court - _indeed a justice, apparently make no dent male past the front rooms.) 11season" this year, attending probably more parties
world of !•gal. scholarship - th~t in the . routine of educating law Last Thursday they were having a workshop on t~an we sl\ould. ;J:he SBA party of' a few weeks' ago
used_ h!S. rnterest analysis stude1Tts. Assertiveness/Deservedness training. William ""!\r 
, '1'... r ,, , ; .,,, I #0 1, 1 ' ' , '- ,'l , ' (admittedly m a bastar~ form ~hat Whethe~ Pound was for~ed on Ass, Bias"1 Rehnquist was just finishing the lecture 
~oa_d~d t~e analysis ~gamst a not pa~ticularly ea_ger faculty by part of th~ class when we came ir, The first group 
md1v1dual nghts by forgettmg, or an adm1nistrat1on impressed by exercise was a repetition ("Say it fo~r times fast") of 
ignori~&i a basic rule ?f that his reputcttion, or whether he was the slogan, " We don't care, we don't have to; we're 
~a~y.s1s . never _we,1gh an i~ general agreement with teachers professionals," and then they topped it,with "whai's 
md1v1dual agamst a soe1al interest) like Joseph· Beale, and thus fr?m ours is ours and what's theirs is ours." ' 
as a daily tool of its 'I/Ork, and a the outset basically ' convinced We asked the Coach why he felt there was any 
corps ?f graduate studen~, each that . there was no relation need for Assertiveness/Deser.vedness training on the 
preach mg careful scholarship arid between the education of lawyers part - of the group which .in our society has 
knowledge of ~uropean texts that and the deficiencies in the traditionally had no trouble getting and keeping 
stretched the 1deloglcal_ spectrum administration of justice, we do "theirs. Mr. R said that times had real_ly changed, and , 
from the L'liwyer's Gudd to the not know. But it is clear that that Government regulation was undermining the 
Liberty Lobby. Thus, if Mr. while Pound was Dean, radical, or deservedriess aspect with one hand and sapping the 
Wigdor had wanted to draw a full, perhaps just thought-provoking assertiveness with the other. "Take the case of 
round Pound at Harvard, he could courses like Administrative Law McCarthy v. lndustrlal Commission~ There the Court 
· have. or Philosophy of Law were said that if a guy got a hernia and didn't complain 
The Pound who' could have forbidden to mere law students, right away, you known, generally acted like a real 
_ seen triumph in his declining years for whom doses of equity and man, thJn he wouldn't get compensated on the job,1 is, however, Pound the Dean, not code pleading apparendy were but 'ff the guy sits down and complains and cries a 
Pound the Philosopher of Law. thought to sharpen th~ sense of lot, then he pts the benefits. That kind of ruling 
The choice to emphasize the one justice equally well. . encouraps wlmpin11s, and that's why •we have to try really he~s our liit of "good ,t!mes--had," thouat,. 
and not the other, as Mr. Wigdor Simllarly, while it is not clear to put back in what those Re111lators are taking out Who else but the SBt- would. haw been ao, socnlc ,; 
has done, is plausible. Pound was how much of Pound's early ~nother example Is the Scholhoff tax case: A 19 au courant, so J• n• sals ql,/0,/ to ,have a bagel-beer 
kno""l as ~ philosopher, whether antipathy for the American Lepl paid $8800 for ·dancing lessons and they !Qld ~urgundy party at 4 pm on a F rlday 7 The 
_ or not he Will much of one. · Realists was, a reflection of what Im he was golna to •t 'dates' with the instructors. d,coratlons were too much. The theme of the party 7 But I for one would have would be his · anti-New Deal When that didn't pan out, he deducted the amount seemed to be LAW SCHOOL, a,,d a11 the Fall 
prefarred to know more about politics, antipathy thet the from his 'taxes as a casualty l0t1, but It was Secnester'1 arades were huna just a11cwt our hlld1 on 
Pound at "-d, than about Realists on the whole did l)ot dhallowed. Now It ~1 to me that a 'l1an'1 eao l1 a red ere/# M chin. bullttln board. The ...... by ' 
Pound in the botany laboratory, retum - sometflln1 happened the most lmpclrtant thins, apd he deterws\ to be the way, were P,rlntad on plain white paper with 
"- much I must" thank Mr. bet-n the Cleveland Crime compensaled, one way or anolhtr." . stark black Ink. The cqntrut w~ b19Allltaklna- As 
.., Wlador for Isolating and Survey of 1927 an"d the' n,. neit dm stuted flllna In and we stayed for !ht. • ..,II of pre,aratlo,y fo~ next day's c:YN .~ 
111 pflcatlnl Pound's real Anti-Realist Manifesto of 1931 the be&Jnnln1oflt ltwuthe"WarrenBuraerShort out II• "'taP beer, the symbolic plac-t,of the 
achllWllllnt • a botanlsL I that chanpd empirical legal Men Can Be Effec:tlw, Projectl Project! Project! ..,...,,,a/ ·tlosL 
-.CC thll ,..._, In ~t, research ~ -,~~-IIJlng good to r ounelf Semln~{.;,];!l'":'?,w, ~ -.~-t~.CIP. , ., ., , .. , 1,. ,, .1.. ,.1, .,.,,.. . ,.•S.A.,,,,, 
I . 
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· Th'is c~tlrll~ ;11.\financ'\al ,aid ~pd~~ of the programs 
'·'that will provide ' aid dllr ng summer, 1977 and the 
' "T9'7'7-'78 ~cademiqyear: ', ' . . ' ' 
1 
• ' ,,-: ·• 1 · ' ' '· • , 
Summer Work Siudy 
Funds will be available.' ' Howev_er, the Financial Aid 
Office (Main Street) will not announce the application 
procedure until the last week, 1n Mirch, and the exac! 
-amount of funds will not be known until April. Students 
who are interested should watch for signs around April ! . 
As soon I as I know anything, I will post notices in 
classrooms and on bulletin boarijs, 
I. 
Summer TAP 
Funding will be available for full-time students, tha! 
is, those enrolled in at least two courses. Applications 
should be mailed to each student (if he/she received TAP 
durin~ 1976-77) around May 1. Fo~ those who do not 
receive an application' irt the' rTlail ; -1 should have some in 
, room 303 by ·May 15. ·· ,, , 111, , ' "· ·, 
' ','1 ' •• ,., , .. ,. •-. •,.. ¥,,,1; .. ·, 
TAP - ·197·7-781Atadetrlit-•Year' l.- '·-' ·-, ,c ·'' " 
·The Governor's Budget, which· has 'not yet ' beeri 
approved by !tie legi·slattJre; reportedly Include! provisions 
for graduate and , professional students at approximately 
the same level of funding as for 1976777. Applications 
should be mailed to each student aroupd May 1 by the 
,,
1 
st·1tu·t·10-n, wo'•m·e·, n'·.'~.: a: nd:· _· t:•r· .,·a' ,·. bL y· :J·ury ;h : •cti~:u;~"s~~•• J,D., ~niversity of ~hannel 5, Pie Law; 
. • · Kareem Abdu l Jabbar, N.B.A., Tall Law, Moving 
The stude t b d t, 'fi d th · \ . ,1 • • , Violations· 
Con· 
n o ~ as ra_t, •~ e ne_w const1tu_t1on inter~sted ma_ PO\lt1on on the Editorial Board should Liz ""f~ylor D.I.V. lnternationa,1 Matrimonial Law· 
proposed by the SBAsConst1tut1on Rev,s1onComm1ttee subm1therorh,snameandthejobdesiredbyMarclt.25 ln·, ·J" t· E '. ,• D' , -,. B·A '·My:p - N 'F '· ; SI
and approved by the SBA's officers. - R 623 II ,11s rv1hg, r., A, • ., . • .., ? au t am 
Alth ..._ .._ taf "( • oom . - . , Dunking , l 
, 9U~••• number of ballots ca,t l}O) was • . • - ~ * • •, . Mike Nelson,u,e !" N.B.C., SCUBA STUDEES. (that's how 
not "-'B' · th\rJl.~Jdj SE\A1"Ulti:%/, jf9, j 1{\Jie· W<lllj•,a ~aw _p u,denl(~Ass,ociation ,will b&having the •5ell it•) · lastwliO I e tud1Jh~~eajnfa~oro'l''adopt1on - aCoffee Hour from 8•10a.m. today Thursday March 11 : YB?II c·' ..,. N B ' dth p ' 'd •· ," · d 17 t d · ·r 'd bl h th . • ' ' 1 y arter, ~- ., eer, an e res, ency,
an , voe 1n oppos,_ ion, ~ons, er~ Y mqre t an e ,n the first.floor lounge, It is hoped that this can become a· John Simson, B.A.H., University of Bad Taste, 
two-thirds_appro~al required for adoption. . ., • regular act1v1ty •nd , that a.more actlve ·organization•wi ll • ·con'tiacts with secret ingredient §90 Reliaoce. , • , • , 
Legal briefs 
'' " ' 
. ?n.~ immediate •!feet of the vote . •wdl be the result fr~ the ioformal meetings and discussions of 
ehm 1nation of~• position of_l~t V,ce-Pres,dent fro~ ~e common mtere~s and concerns. 
SBA. An American _Bar Associat,'?_n Law Stude~t _D,vis,?n _ Th•~• )VIII al~o be, a..G~neral lyleeting this afternoo~ at 
Delegate, ."'.ho I w,11 be the _student body s _offic_ial 
repr~sentat1ve _ro the Ba~, w,11. fill the ,,only dut,~s 
spee1fical!y ~ss,~ned t? the 1st ~,ce•President under the 
old const1tut1on, but without a votmg seat m the SBA. 
The' law school production of Trio/ by Jury has been, 
cancelled. Plans to perform !he Gilbert and Sulliv~n 
operetta had to be abandoned when it became apparent 
that th~r• were not enough s\4dents interested·to cast the 
show. 
~Ian , Getstmarr, prganizer of • the project, offered 
thanks to Mr., Sp__anogle, Becky•Mitchell, llob ~aiser, Jirn 
Hohense"i. Andrea Adell and Erica for their time and '~F,I~ 
1n attempting topro~~\l)e,operetta. .. _, 
- ;: ·• · * ,• • , , 
Opinion staff•ele"ction?,are set for April l . Anyone 
Oh point - from p~ge j ' 
"Aii. in~ervi~w which unqerc~ts a right of privacy " 
Applic~nt; fo; admi\Sio~ t~ ~- Bar are in a powerless 
• pbsition. In order 10 raise the issue of the offensiveness 
and irrelevancy of the application. So all questions are 
answered, , 
• For weeks 'prior to tjie intetview, hypothetical 
dialogues betwJen '. the inquisitor and myself pla~•d 
through my mind. ,/U_the {ticus of my da~,dreaming w~s; 
' ~ .; 
· would I dare rfot a,ll..wer a.question that pried into my 
personal life? •- - _, '•"11 
, ·,,, •Flnally;· lhe S~tlirday for mV i//fen1lef,',arriv~d. Th~, 
1'89 •intervliWS" in 'Buffalo w'ete conducted in ' the law 
offit.is•.i' lhe chaim\~ •of lh~ COf11m1t~-.. lnce the.County 
Hall was -not lfeateq sufficiently on the weekend. With 
such ,lar'ie numbers, It ,was clear from the start that the 
ijaestioning.wbufd be'oh!y nlinutts io~'g. · 
' , · ·The 'appUt\nls wal'tedjh ~ (trge"1tinchroom. I huddled 
in·ae<>mer bV \he•Cota 'Gola lmlClilne a'nd tried to focus on 
a•lilaaaalllCII §Ince' oi,;;,1 ,alf of all •tke'applican~ were asked 
i.t,apflN\--attfte'samij time '[ llsteiled carefully to see how 
peepl11W9r6:~lrfrscftellulbd r~/'th~fr actual Interviews. 
. Whttva·perion wilh alasfnaine beginning with G was 
called after an N, it seemed that my anxletl', over not . 
~ 
New York Higher Education Services Corporation, the 
state agency that ad,;,lnisters TAP. ,.,~ 
SUS '- 1977-78 Academic Year 
As I reported about TAP, SUSTA for iav.> students 
alSO is inclu.ded in the Governor's Budget at approximately 
-:-the same level of funding as for 1976-77. I do not have any 
indication that there will be a, separate applicatioa next 
year. 
Presumptively, then, the application procedure for 
next year will be the same; that is, the stupent must fi le 
for TAP ·and receive an award notice for the full amount. 
l,/pon presentation of the award -notice to the Office of 
Studen_t Accoun~, the student wil,I be given credit ' to 
his/her account for th~ SUS award. Determination of the 
ex~ct amount for SUS will not be made until next fall . 
( 
NDSL and Work Study foi 1977-78 
The Financial Aid Office- (Main St.) will mail notices 
to students who are eligible for either NDSL or Work 
Studv. in late ·June or early July . The noticesindicate the 
,moun't of the award, and include a sheet ' to be signed by 
'the student that indicates his/her intention to accept or 
reject the award. Receipt of either NDSL or Work Study is 
dependent upon having filed the two-part application 
forms by March 1. If any student is interested in either 
program and has not filed an application, you must see 
Chris Carty immediately (Room 303). 
4 p.m. ,n the first floor lounge regarding next year's 
budget, the ?eed for the mandatory student fee, the 
Women arrd the Law Conference, and plans for 
orientation. Please join us. 
I • *** 
· Anyone interested in coordinating' the m1n1-career 
seminars in Family Law or Corpora.le and Securities Law, 
please contact the Placement Office or Larry, 836-4962. 
' • , • • · 
The SBA Election Committee needs two students to 
count ballots fol General 'Election, March 22 and 23. 
~tudents cannot be candidates for SBA office . . 
, The f;lect]9rl Comlilittee will cbunt ballots at 4 p.m. 
each ~•Y of the - election but results must be kept 
,confjdential until the final tally is made on March 23. 
. Please sign up as1soon as possible at the SBA office. 
✓ • 
~ what was going to be asked of me was to 't,i r ' lnilrvlew b'Hore the comm,tte:, 
comp'ounded 'by not knowing when I was going to be 
called upstairs, After a few more names, I began to relax 
since it became clear that aside from a small number of 
persons who were called out of orde;: the rest were going 
to be called up alphabetically. 
I glanced around the lunchroom. There were more 
three piece suits in that room than on th~ racks •t 
Kleinhans. I., too, wa,s carefully dressed, 
,. W~en ,my, name w~s called, I went upstairs and waited 
for a few minutes for the ·next available interviewer. 
Although the committee is Cofllposed of eight lawyers, it is 
usual for an applicant to be questioned by only one 
committee member, • · 
After a cursory review of my application interspe,l,.d 
with afew routine questions, my interviewer asked me ~n 
intrusive· question about my personal life. Weeks of 
practiced respo~ses came of naught. My actual response 
failed to measure up to the noble and moral hypothetical 
stances on my right of privacy and the lrielevancy anu 
offensiveness !)f the question . I met the q~estion llriefly 
and cll(tly and with much silence. Surprisingly, this line of 
questioning ended as abruptly as it started. The interviewer 
~eerjlYJ,t "!V. ,applloaJiory. and that was th• end of ' my 
- from page 3 
Faculty: "Gee, I sort of like having the entire fifth floor to 
myself . . , and look at the Fempale School of Law. They 
are one of the most pQ_werful forces in the legal field, and 
they have no faculty to !peak of." , 
l,.SD: "Is that so?" 
FACULTY: "Certainly. Through advertising -they have 
built an incredible reputation. It is rumored to be the 
only law school in the country with a combined major in 
Law and Your Father's Money." 
LSD: "Really?" 
Faculty: "Jhey've reportedly just offered ·the Beach Boys 
a visiting professorship to teach Surfing Law. Required 
texts being 11 Fun, Fun, Fun," and "4()9." 
LSD: " lslhat so?" 
Faculty: "And Flemdale is the only school with a 
department of Scuba ,Studees. (That's hew they spell it!) 
Stewdents must log thirty hours of pool time. While in the 
pool, studerits M'ork on maritime courses,and learn how t0 
chase submarines." 
O.!le student, at Firmdale told this reporter that it is a 
very practical experience, particularly 'because she wishes 
to practice in Atlantis, where submarine~chasing is big 
business. . 
- Sp~rmdale is even more progressive than Buffalo. 
They have a totally o~n admissions policy. Students are 
not guaranteed a placi in any class, be it firs~ second, 
third, fourth, etc., year. Rather, the first 300 students to 
bring $5000 in brown paper bags, to Griffith Observatory 
in McArthur Park (melting in the dar~) are ac[mltted and 
randomly assigned to whatever classes are being offered for 
that week. Thf process is repeated every Monday. · 
For those interested in transferring, the tentative Fall 
Late note: The -two ducks, who used to"live in th~ 
swamp out front of the Law School will not be back this 
spring. They have accepted positio/1S at Stanford 
University in California. · 
SBA 
ELECTIONS 
March 22,·23 
It wasn't a sense of relief that I felt as I left my 
interview. Rather it was a feeling of deliverance; 
deliverance from a state of powerlessness. 
In my opinion, it is time for a thorough review of this 
process. The facu lty and administration of this law school, 
as well as.1 anyone else in a position of power and 
persuasion, should consider the situation and suggest 
alternatives to the 411fettered discretion now in the hands 
of the few men on the committee on character and fitness. 
I 'w9uld point to the prese'rit practice for admission to 
the liar in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts as a 
proces, that respects an applicant's fundamental rights of 
privacy and due process. Compared to the lengthy New 
York application, the petition for admission to the 
Massachusetts bar is four pages. There is · also no 
comparable requirement impoied on an applicant to win 
approval f,om a committee on character and fitness. 
It is clear to me lhat the present arrangement in New 
Yor.k cannot be defended on the ~••II that it is a ritual to 
be t_olerated. The . wearing of robes at a college 
commencement is a ritual to be tolerated. An interview 
which endangers and unden:uts a right of privacy Is not 
analogous. 
- ·- -------,.-
.OPINION March 17, 1977 
Statements from the SBA candidates 
SBA President 
BOB KAISER 
Teacher selections, placement, cur~iculum development, state budget lines, and 
SUSTA are some of the issues which concern us al l as law students at UB. For students to 
be heard in these areas we must be seen as a coherent hody with a respected leadership 
and voice for student opinion. In this campaign, I have put together the people who will 
be most effective in mee\i ng this challenge. I offer my experience as SBA Vice-President 
and law school representative on University committees to qualify me to lead the 
students in a coordinated effort to deal with these problems. I ask your support. 
JANEE. MAGO 
I, Jane E. Mago, am a candidate' for President of the SBA. This year, I am a 
second-year student, a representative to faculty meetings, the "Best Oralist" in the Moot 
Court Competition, a joint degree major, a teaching assistant in the Communication 
department, and a friendly face who is always around. Next year, I will be ·a full-time law 
student, willing to devote my energies to the task of running the SBA. I will encourage 
greater expression of_student opinions, I will take the student view to the faculty and_ 
administration, but more than that, I will work toward the establishment of direct 
workable student-faculty interaction. · · / 
Perhaps the greatest asset which I offer is niy ability to communicate favorably and 
effectively with various groups of people. A friendly, positive personality is requireil of 
. the person who represents yoµ to' the faculty, alumnL university hierarchy and general 
community. I have, such a, personality and hope you will give me a chance to· use it for 
you. 
TOM MURPHY 
The mass exodus of faculty, announced in the last issue of Opin_lon, represents ·a 
serious threat to the quality of our legal education and to the reputation of our school in 
· the legal community. Budget cutbacks which have affected library facilities, secretarial 
lines, 1st year writing programs, etc., certainly provided no incentive for these people to 
remain .at UB. The SBA can be an effe,ctive voice in calling this situation to the attention 
of the legislature and forcing the state to live up to its commitment tb maintain UB 's 
status as a first-rate law school. As SB!,\ president, this woulci'be my first priority. 
RICHARD PARENTI 
I believe the SBA has failed to meet its obligations. Some people think that SBA 
should only be concerned with social activities, but this should represent only part of 
SBA's _functions. SBA's money and resources should also be used to improve our legal 
education and to enhance our job opportunities. . 
With the proper budgetar-y and administrative Changes, this institution could become 
nationally prominent. As a freshman, I possess fresh perspectives that would help 
effectuate this goal. O~er candidates may have had prior SBA experience, but this can bef 
a deterrant The experience of the past often amounts to the Inefficiency of the future. 
I 
l ABA/LSD Delegate. 
KATHLEEN DRUMM ' L 
I want to bec0me the American Bar Association delegate because I think that 
expanding the relations between Buffalo Law School an~ outside groups will improve the 
reputation and standing of our school. I will establish communicatio n with the New York 
State and local bar associations as well as with the national organization. Th is summer I 
will represent Buffalo at the national convention in Chicago. 
As an SBA Director this past year, I was surprised to discover the school's limited 
contact ~ith outside organizations. I consider the task of improving the public image of. 
Buffalo Law School to be one of top priority,_and will actively ·wor,k to change the 
present situation. 
' Pictured above: 
1,.. ::..Secretary 
Bob Kaiser Jane E. M,go 
. In. the past year, I have been quite active in the SBA as a 1st Year Director, servjng as 
ANDY COSENTINO 
Tom Murphy Richard Parenti 
chairrnan ·of · the Constitution committee, and as a member of ihe Budget and Social A~iva Meridian Andy Cose11tino 
Committees. As Secretary,. I would hope IP avoid the failure of the present SBA by Jeff Licker 
improving cornmunication within the student body. Only then . can the issues -
1 restoration of the SUS, equal representation for students on ·· faculty committees, a 
better library, a well-rnanned placernent office, and efficient allotftion of feernonies -
be dealt with by the SBA. 2nd Year Director · 
Ml KE BUSKUS .Treasurer 
,· 
" 
My major concern for the SBA is the condition of the library. r"believe that SBA 
JEFFREY LICKER _ should have i~put into ·the budgetary process, including lobbying in Albany, lfnece~, 
In order to rnake the SBA function properjy I re~ize what was wrpng in the past and to assure that the Uni\ltrslty adequately funds the llbraly. I also support retention of the 
wish to correct it Last year 40% of all SBA meetings were cancelled because not enough mandatory student fee, which Is essential to maintain student organization.,. Please vote · 
directors gave a damn to show. I came to every rneetlng but one. Half of all meetings were in the SB.1\ elections{ · ' .: _ · ' 
. spent quibbling over procedure;. I was instrumental in writing and passing the new · " 
cbnstitution_which will solve these problems. The 0111anization was so factiooialized that LARRY PITT . ,· , • · , 
there were no priorities. My priorities are placement, legislative lobbying fi>r more school . Qurlng the past year as first-year dlrector, , I was retpQ115!ble for•establlshing a car,:el -
funds, having the SBA become the school's voice in the local community and providing reservation system In If!• llbrary at finals, edited the SBA Newsletter, and continually _ 
/ student involvement in SBA committees. I am committed to active awessive SBA which · pu,hed for allocation- of SBA funds 'for both lll>Clal --and educational purposes. This 
Is prosre~sive in its polltics rather than lll§rely responsive to crisis. experience will help me to continue representing students' Interests In the corning year. 
Among ,. 
the -Gandidates 
\ . ' •'• ~ fo~ publication of statements il this ~ of ()piioo was ~to~~it~ .-· 
1.4x,oni~ SBA elections. ALL statements Slbnitted appea- above. 
